How to replace water pump on 2004 chevy silverado

The 4. In the L20 version, the Tahoe and Yukon were upgraded to the 5. The two engines tend to
have similar problems, but the 4. The engine knock sensor sits on the intake manifold and is
responsible for sensing vibrations caused by the engine. The knock sensor, as you could
guess, functions to detect and prevent engine knock. Fuel burns in pockets, almost like a row of
fireworks. Pre-detonation, or knock, occurs when one of the pockets of fuel ignites before the
its turn in the sequence. When this happens, it causes a shock or vibration throughout the
cylinder which increases cylinder pressure. The sensors responsibility is to detect this knock
and then alter the ignition and engine timing to prevent it from continuously happening. On the
4. When you have a faulty knock sensor, the engine thinks it needs to alter timing despite there
being no timing issues, which can lead to a number of performance issues. Fortunately, if you
have a faulty knock sensor, the solution is usually as simple as replacing it. Water pumps are an
integral part of an engines cooling system. The water pump is responsible for flowing coolant
throughout the engine cooling system to keep engine temps down. Heat is one of the most
threatening elements to engine longevity. Therefore, failed water pumps can become serious
problems if not dealt with once a problem arises. But, most 4. Usually around k mile mark is
when you will experience water pump failure, or begin to notice that the water pump is
becoming slightly less effective. Water pumps can fail for a number of reasons: the internal
impeller deteriorating, the pump bearing breaking, housing cracking, a bad gasket, etc.
However, failure symptoms remain the same despite the reason for failure. For most car guys
with some DIY experience, it should be relatively easy to replace your 4. The fuel pump sits in
the gas tank and not only sends fuel to the injectors, but is also responsible for keeping the fuel
inside the injectors highly pressurized. Given how highly pressurized the injectors need to be,
the fuel pump tends to remain under a lot of stress while an engine is running. When a fuel
pump fails, it either stops sending fuel to the injectors, or it cannot keep the fuel pressure high
enough. Obviously, when it stops sending fuel, the engine gets starved of fuel. While there have
been a number of instances of people killing 3 fuel pumps in a matter of 10, miles, this is very
rare. For the most part, the fuel pumps hold up until k miles or so until they begin to fail or
noticeably deteriorate. With most high 4. Outside of the pump failing on its own, the fuel pump
control module has been known to go bad on the 4. The control module is responsible for
communicating with the fuel pump and telling it how much fuel to send to the injectors. When
the control module fails, it relays incorrect fueling info to the fuel pump. Similar to the 5. The
intake manifold control the flow of the air entering the engine and distributes it to each of the 8
engine cylinders. On both of these engines, the manifold is made of plastic which makes it
prone to cracking. The mainfold can crack or warp from excessive heat or also from being
overtorqued. Most of the time, problems arise from common wear and tear as they sit right next
to the engine where there is a lot of heat produced. A cracked manifold or a bad gasket causes
air leaks. When air leaks, it leaks prior to getting to the engine. The Vortec is a complete
workhouse and overall a very reliable engine. With proper maintenance and frequent oil
changes, these engines can usually last kk miles. As I mentioned previously, these engines are
practically the same as the 5. However, I consider the 4. Overall, the engine blocks are
considered bulletproof and are very strong. The transmissions on these vehicles usually last
behind the k mile mark as well, but sometimes might need to be rebuilt once you get to that
mileage. Outside of the engine, the only thing to consider is various other maintenance on these
cars as they get to high mileage. Have you had any issues besides the throttle body sensor
during the life span of your truck? Your email address will not be published. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about Chevy
Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides,
performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. Chevy 4. Intake Knock Sensor â€” 4.
Intake Manifold and Gasket Air Leaks â€” 4. Comments Nice overview thanks. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search
Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during
intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part
only. Created on: Watch this video to learn how to fix a leaking or broken water pump. This item
may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This
information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are
purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that
this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect
fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto

enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these
options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make
Model Search. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival
Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : WPA Frequently bought together.
Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is
not available to a P. Loosen the two clamps by the throttle body and air box. Use a small
flathead screwdriver to break the seal. Lift the intake tube out. Remove the two 10 millimeter
bolts with your socket wrench. Unclip the small hose from the shroud. Remove pins around fan
shroud and gently work hose back and forth to pull fan shroud out. Use a large adjustable
wrench on the center nut. Apply force on the wrench to break it loose. Carefully pull fan out and
set aside. Start by double checking that your routing diagram is legible. Draw out your own if it
isn't to save time and confusion later. Use your socket ratchet to loosen the 15 millimeter bolt
located on the tensioner. Turn your ratchet clockwise to release the tension and remove the
belt. Release lower radiator hose and drain fluid into your drain pan. Use your pliers to slowly
squeeze the clamp and pull it back to drain the fluid into your catch pan. Disconnect radiator
hose by loosening and pulling back the clamp. Use your small flathead screwdriver to gently
pry up the hose and wiggle it off. Make sure any water has drained out of it and set aside.
Finally disconnect heater hoses. Ensure that your catch pan is underneath to catch any water.
Use your wrench to remove the tension arm from the water pump. Set aside. Use your 10
millimeter socket wrench to remove the two bolts. Use your torque wrench to remove the six
bolts on the water pump. Then using a sharp razor blade, scrape off any residual gasket
material that could create a bad seal. Put the new gasket plates on your 1A Auto water pump
using the two bolts. Seat the new pump and place bolts and use your torque wrench to gently
snug them up. Go back and torque them between 22 and 24 foot pounds. Take the new O-ring
that came with your 1A Auto and put it on your thermostat housing. Reconnect all your hoses.
Put your belt tensioner back on and put your serpentine belt back on using your diagram.
Reassemble your fan, fan shroud, and intake pipe. Listen for the sound of any leaks to make
sure everything is connected properly. Finally, reconnect the battery and start up the engine
and run it for 30 seconds or so to circulate the coolant. Double check your level of coolant to
make sure it is at the right spot, and you are good to go. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit.
Product Reviews. GMC Waterpump. Part was received before expected day. And secured in
bubble wrap in box within a box. How to video was good eat. Had part on in no time.. Just what I
needed This is exactly what I needed! It was exactly as described on the website and the
delivery was very quick. I will be ordering more parts from here for sure. So very easy to shop
for the parts you need. Prompt shipping and affordable prices. The water pump is easy to install
approx 3. You will need to reuse old thermostat housing and buy a new thermostat before
reinstall. Torque thermostat housing bolts also 11 foot pounds. This is an easy installation it's
up to you. Almost perfect transaction. The entire transaction was super fast and easy. Easiest
return ever! Thing is after buffing where the gaskets are on the old and inserting new. Water
leak fixed! Very professional help. And service. The online service. Was always helpful. Never
once had a issue with wrong parts. I'd highly recommend these guys for online shopping. On
time that was given. Very Professional. I was really happy with the placement of the order. I
received my order a few days later. I would recommend 1A to everybody. Works great, fit right.
Installed just fine, works well. It was for my Silverado 5. What is included? Sara F. The water
pump and gaskets. Owen M. Winston S. The water pump and gaskets will be included as shown
on our image. You must re use the mounting hardware however or purchase elsewhere. Alex P.
All that's in picture. Water pump, pulley, gaskets. I changed my thermostat since it was apart, I
had to get that separate. Brian C. Does the pulley come with this water pump? Brent S. Don't
remember but I remember it being a lot easier than I thought it was going to be. Martin R. This is
the water pump but the pulley is not attached to it. Emma F. Yes it did for me when I ordered it
awhile ago. Christopher W. Yes it does. Does thermostat come with the pump? Antonio T. No,
this does not include the thermostat. Christa R. Does the water pump have the fan clutch for the
ac on it? Ben M. No, it does not. Thank you for your inquiry, Ben! Tim K. Call Now Customer
service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster?
Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit

replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a Chevrolet Silverado with these options. If your vehicle isn't
listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by
Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. What year is your Year. Free Same Day
Shipping. View: 6 5. Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Engine Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket.
Water Pump Mounting Hardware Set. Engine Displacement Metric. Also Used For. LS Swap.
Filter Results. Guaranteed to Fit Chevrolet Silverado Part : 1AEWP Add to Cart. Quantity: Pair
view more. Part : 1ABMX Chevrolet is a registered trademark of General Motors Company. See
all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. The Chevrolet Tahoe has a water and antifreeze-based coolant system. The water
pump is an integral part of the truck's coolant system. The purpose of the water pump is to
push coolant through the radiator and through the engine. The first sign of a faulty water pump
is coolant gathering under the engine when the truck has been sitting overnight. The smell of
coolant also will dominate the interior of the truck when operating. If you notice these
symptoms, watch the temperature gauge to ensure the truck does not overheat. Allow the truck
to run for five minutes. The coolant system needs to build pressure. Turn the truck off once it is
warmed up. Open the hood for access to the engine compartment. Locate the water pump in the
middle of the front of the engine. Inspect under the water pump for any coolant leaking out.
Signs of a faulty water pump will occur when coolant is leaking out of the vent hole or weep
hole. Notice the dripping coming out of the water pump. The leak will be a solid stream of
coolant. Purchase or rent a pressure tester from an automotive parts store. The pressure tester
is designed to apply pressure to the coolant system and push coolant where it is leaking.
Unscrew the pressure cap from the radiator by hand. Apply the end of the pressure tester to
where the pressure cap came off, at the top of the radiator. Look at the top of the radiator
pressure cap and remember the number imprinted. The number will indicate the pounds of
pressure needed to test the radiator. Pump the pressure tester to the number indicated on the
cap. Observe the pressure to see if it drops. If the pressure is dropping, attempt to locate where
the coolant is being pushed out. If the pressure is pushing coolant out of the water pump, this
indicates the water pump is starting to break down and needs to be replaced. Slowly twist the
tester off the radiator to break the pressure built by the tester. Gregory Crews has been in the
film industry for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion pictures and 16
television shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in the automotive
industry has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles. Step 1 Allow
the truck to run for five minutes. Step 2 Open the hood for access to the engine compartment.
Step 3 Inspect under the water pump for any coolant leaking out. Step 1 Purchase or rent a
pressure tester from an automotive parts store. Step 2 Unscrew the pressure cap from the
radiator by hand. Step 3 Pump the pressure tester to the number indicated on the cap. Some
automotive parts store have a rental program that allow you to rent instead of purchase the
pressure tester. Use caution when working around the coolant system. The coolant will be hot
and under pressure; it needs to managed with great care to prevent injury. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The water
pump is a belt or chain-driven engine accessory bolted to the engine above the crankshaft
pulley. The pump housing has an impeller that circulates engine coolant through the cooling
system passageways in the engine block and cylinder head, on to the radiator, where the
coolant temperature is reduced. The lower temperature coolant then flows back to the water
inlet on the engine and the water pump continues the cycle. Should the water pump only leak a
little bit, you can drive the car. However, a small leak could suddenly enlarge or the pump
bearing might unexpectedly seize. Either circumstance would likely cause engine overheating. If
a defective water pump causes the overheating, it is not safe to drive because of the damage to
the engine. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Water Pump
Replacement Service What is a water pump and how does it work? When to consider replacing
the water pump: Coolant leaks or overheating. The water pump impeller shaft is supported by a
bearing. Eventually, the bearing or seal can wear and leak or damage the impeller. Many water

pumps have weep holes near the pump bearing. If you see significant leakage from that weep
hole, it is time to replace the pump. Bearing roughness or noise. If the water pump shaft does
not turn smoothly or the pump is noisy, the bearing is excessively worn. Pump replacement will
be necessary. Timing belt replacement. In engines where the water pump is driven by the timing
belt, it is a good idea to replace the water pump at the same time the timing belt is replaced. The
extensive work explains why it is always recommended to replace the water pump whenever the
mechanic already has these components removed for regularly scheduled timing belt
replacement. How do mechanics replace the water pump? The water pump is usually bolted to
the front of the engine. The replacement procedure will vary depending on whether the pump is
driven by the timing belt, the serpentine belt, or chain. On a cold engine, the engine coolant is
drained to a level below the water pump. Components that require removing to access the water
pump are removed, including the belt or chain that directly drive the pump. The bolts holding
the pump to the engine are removed and the pump is pulled out. The gasket surface must be
cleaned and the pump mounting surface inspected. A new gasket, rubber seal, or RTV sealant,
as required, is installed and then the new pump. The bolts are torqued in sequence using a
calibrated inch pound torque wrench. For applications where the water pump is driven by the
timing belt, the timing belt must be removed. Typically, this requires removal of the crankshaft
pulley, timing belt covers, and timing belt tensioner. Once the new pump is installed, new
coolant is added back while bleeding the cooling system of any air. The engine is then run and
brought to normal operating temperature to check for leaks and ensure normal operating
temperature. Is it safe to drive with a water pump problem? When replacing the water pump
keep in mind: It is best to install a new cooling system thermostat when you install a new water
pump, especially if the thermostat is old or original. Completely flushing the cooling system is a
good idea when you replace the water pump. Flushing can be done before or after pump
replacement. The rest of the cooling system should be inspected too â€” particularly rubber
hoses, which have a limited lifetime. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews
from Chevrolet owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. How can we help? Read
FAQ. Service type Water Pump Replacement. Iwaki Co. Air Intake. Where is water? On the
grasslands map, I finally have a coal generator, but I need water. What direction should I head
from spawn to find water, and about how far? I replaced the original factory water pump in
March of this year This is bad and needs to be replaced quickly before it seizes up. If it is
leaking at a gasket on the engine block the gasket can be replaced. Assuming the pump is still
in good order it won't have to be replaced. This leak will likely get worse too. Another concern is
where the leaking water goes. Also, see repair breakdown by problem area and cost. If it was
coming out the weep hole the seal was starting to leak, it was probably due for a new one. Its a
shame this happened, you've just gotta deal with it and move on. If it warped the heads, it might
be cheaper to find a good used engine and swap it, if you have the skills, tools and time. When
to consider replacing the water pump: Coolant leaks or overheating. The water pump impeller
shaft is supported by a bearing. Eventually, the bearing or seal can wear and leak or damage the
impeller. Many water pumps have weep holes near the pump bearing. If you see significant
leakage from that weep hole, it is time to replace the pump. There is a seep hole that usually
starts to drip. Probably see a dozen of these every year at work!! Here is a link for some water
pumps. I aways use the AC Delco but there is a few options. They also sell hoses and other
components on partsmonkey. Check it out. Due to the water pump's location on the Duramax,
it's often a dreaded process to replace it. Some horror stories even claim the job can take as
long as hours to complete. Hell-bent on disproving this myth, we set out to perform the job on
the aforementioned '06 model year, ,mile LBZ. View our inventory now. Over time, the water
pump gasket, impeller, or bearing in the water pump may fail, causing coolant leaks, engine
overheating, or steam coming from under the hood. Before it fails, you may also notice
squeaking from the water pump pulley. My first thought was to get a FlowKooler pump, since
they're the big name in aftermarket performance water pumps and because I generally prefer
not to replace a broken or worn out factory part with another factory part if you're going to be
replacing it anyway, why not upgrade Funny big head jokes. Water pump leak?? Jump to Latest
Save Share. Champion's rugged transfer pumps have the power you need to move water
quickly and efficiently on jobs of any size. Count on Champion for your perfect portable
pumping solution. Python regex multiple matches. Had it replaced with a Napa water pump
which started leaking a few thousand miles later from the weep hole. Ford Powerstroke 6.
Manufacturers of double diaphragm pneumatic pumps an extensive product line of air-powered
diaphragm pumps. This is not my friends truck. I am not asking for anyone else either. Its all
me. I have this diesel that is pouring coolant from a weep hole on some cooling system outfit
that is beside the water pump. I think it is the thermostat hou View: Chevrolet Blazer LS 4. Doj

chp pack. The water pump may have a reservoir that collects the coolant seeping from the seal
and allows it to evaporate off. This is a normal condition. However, if there is a constant drip or
stream out ofthe weep hole, especially under pressure, the seal may be worn and the water
pump may need replacement. Cpt code The engine block coolant drain plug on 4. It allows
coolant to be completely drained from the block during maintenance. The newer pumps either
have a small tube installed in the hole or an enlarged cavity where the drain hole is. Kubota box
blade for sale. She took it to Ford the other day and the mechanic said he was booked solid for
weeks and showed her how to fill the reservoir to keep the car running in the interim. So i
replaced the water pump gaskets and it overheated again on the way home. Looks like its comin
out of the water pump again. We made sure it was filled with coolant after we replaced the
gaskets. Pump replacement time At first I couldn't find it but when I saw water dripping out of
weep holes in the Rotocast water tank enclosure under the trailer I first thought it was the water
tank leaking. I was in a panic. Further investigation discovered a slow leaking fitting. The first
step in figuring out how to fix a cracked engine block is identifying where the craci is. If it's an
external crack, that's easy enough. If you have an internal crack, you'll likely have symptoms
similar to a blown head gasket. Learn how to identify and repair your cracked engine block
quickly and permanently! Aesthetic discord role names For Dodge Ram In-tank pump fuel
modules only. Fits OEM units and Had one go there and had a drip in the same spot. Wouldn't
hurt to take the fan and pulley off to get a good look at the weep holes. Advance Auto Parts has
5 different Water Pump for your vehicle, ready for shipping or in-store pick up. Chuangrui
precision pump is a chinese manufacturer of peristaltic pumps. Focuses on the peristaltic
pump, hose and tube pump, syringe pump, OEM pump, metering pump. No contamination, low
maintenance needs. Report this Document. Description: Pedal operated water pumping system.
Flag for Inappropriate Content. Looks like it is time for the old water pump replacement. After I
initially noticed it running out, I had a couple more errands to run. Later in the day I kept an eye
on it, and never saw it leaking again. However, everything I have read it sounds like it is about to
go. I notice the water pump has a drop now and then from the weep hole. However coolent level
stays the same. Ford and Mazda have had this engine in lots of high volume vehicles since
Failures can take the engine out but seem to not be a huge issue. I've got k on the original water
pump in mine and I'm not concerned. Keep an eye on coolant level and weep hole, change when
required, and keep an eye on the color of the oil. LB7 Duramax Diesel 6. A stroker CP3 can flow
A Ford water pump class-action lawsuit alleges millions of vehicles from to the present are
equipped with Ford Cyclone Duratec engines at risk of engine failures. Trouble with your water
pump? This article will walk you through the RV water pump troubleshooting process. When
your RV water pump is not working, you're not going to be a happy camper â€” because your
onboard plumbing facilities are one of the most attractive parts of RV camping. If it is leaking
coolant the seals are faulty and the entire capsule gets replaced. Takes a special toothed socket
and some work. The pump usually leaks at the shaft or the O-ring seal. I can't find what is
leaking so I got wondering if it was the lines running to the injection pump and if there is a drain
so that the engine valley does not fill up with water or fuel. Leaks from the water pump shaft
seal. These leaks are I had the same problem a couple weeks ago. Check out this quick
component location and diagnostic tips on how to locate and properly test a suspected coolant
leak at the water pump. In this case the o Fuel filter
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has an important role in protecting you engine. Install the engine coolant pipe gasket and
water pump O-ring. Install the water pump. Install the water pump bolts. Ensure the correct
length bolt is used in the proper location. Tighten the bolts to 21 Nm 15 ft. Install the engine
wiring harness retainer on the water pump outlet pipe It eventually started to leak enough that
you could see it but it took about 6 months and would only leak when the engine was cold.
Replaced the water pump last month, no more leaks. Truck running hot or water pump making
noise? Unfortunately, this is a common issue on these trucks and means its time to replace
your water pump. If its time to replace, look no further than this complete pump kit from
Merchant. In order to alleviate any future issues, Merchant TIG welds the impeller and Only one
hole to drill in the tank means less chances for a leak. DRP's sump ring also has more surface
area than the competitors, so you have a more positive sealing surface.

